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Why “buy” the cow when it’s suffering from Bovine Liberalism Disorder?  

 

'Hire the best and fire the worst': Trump proposes biggest civil service
change in 40 years  (usatoday.com)
submitted 8 days ago by tendiesonfloor to news (+240|-3 )
53 comments
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I usually take Sundays off from Downtrend, but this story, man, just had to
be shared.

Not that you need any additional reasons to never marry a liberal woman,
but let me nevertheless present to you today the case of Susan Peirez, a
leftist New York State employee who made headlines this week over her
shitty behavior earlier this month on a domestic Delta Airlines flight, as
reported by The Washington Post:

Susan Peirez was removed from the Feb. 6 flight from New York City to
Syracuse, N.Y., after a flight attendant accused her of screaming at a
mother and her baby.

The mother, Marissa Rundell, posted a video on Facebook of Peirez
saying she worked for New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo and threatening
to have the flight attendant fired.

Peirez had asked to sit further away from the “crying baby” — who
was not heard crying in the video — before she was ultimately
removed from the plane.

https://downtrend.com/author/vsaxena/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/09/hire-best-and-fire-worst-trump-proposes-biggest-civil-service-change-40-years/315981002/
https://voat.co/domains/usatoday.com
https://voat.co/user/tendiesonfloor
https://voat.co/v/news
https://voat.co/v/news/2389731
https://downtrend.com/vsaxena/liberal-women-are-scary/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/dr-gridlock/wp/2018/02/16/she-was-accused-of-screaming-at-a-baby-on-a-plane-now-her-government-job-is-up-in-the-air/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5401669/Passenger-screamed-woman-baby-placed-leave.html
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The U.K. Daily Mail further notes that, during the flight, Peirez
repeatedly cursed around Rundell’s baby, despite being asked by
the mother to stop, and even told Rundell to “shut the f**k up and

shove it.”

She likewise threatened the flight attendant, saying, “You may not have a
job tomorrow.”

Watch some of her behavior in the video below:

Not only was Peirez ultimately forced off the flight, much to her apparent
inconvenience, but she’s also since been suspended from her
cushy $95,000-year position with the New York State Council on the Arts.

Ouch!

And while the media ignored her political leanings — rightly so, since
they’re irrelevant to the story — this jackass (points to self) couldn’t resist
checking.

Here are screenshots of some of her FB postings:

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/09/hire-best-and-fire-worst-trump-proposes-biggest-civil-service-change-40-years/315981002/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5401669/Passenger-screamed-woman-baby-placed-leave.html
http://www.newsweek.com/delta-passenger-who-filmed-viral-rant-now-feels-bad-after-susan-peirez-810349




She’s a leftist cow, alright, though as of Sunday, it appears she’s now a
soon-to-be-unemployed leftist cow.

Cowabunga, dude!

PS: Seriously, NEVER marry a liberal woman. Ever!

H/T Bill O’Reilly
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 • Reply •  

Marty Meatball • a day ago  −
The important part of this story is $95K per year!!! $95K per year for some
stupid desk job on the "Council on the Arts". That's why your taxes are so
high. This stupid bitch makes $95K a year and probably does next to
nothing all day.

She probably has a liberal arts degree from some NY college. In the real
world she'd be lucky to make half that but because she's a foaming-at-the-
mouth liberal she gets a cushy job with the state government likely
because of connections.
14

 • Reply •  

Thomas in Jacksonville  • a day ago Marty Meatball
In the real world her job would include the words "Do you want fries
with at cheeseburger?".
8

Peter Brown  • 20 hours ago Thomas in Jacksonville
This loser may take a sabbatical from fries and cheeseburger
dispensing for halloween work.
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 • Reply •  

jonn  • 18 hours ago Thomas in Jacksonville
That, or a shirt with her name embroided one one side.
2

 • Reply •  

JW Appling  • a day ago Marty Meatball
The funny thing is what they are pushing as art in new york is
literately crap. http://www.jewishworldrevie...
3

 • Reply •  

sirlaffalot • a day ago
"Council for the Arts." Fukk potholes, crumbling bridges, unsafe & slow
subways, half the population addicted to crack or opiods, traffic moving
thru Manhattan at an average 3 MPH....we need tax money to fund bullshit
that in a free market would wither on the vine before the vine poked its
head out of the dirt.
5

 • Reply •  

JW Appling  • a day ago sirlaffalot
A lot of places require that a percentage of the budget gets spent on
"art" When they built a prison outside my town the state spent a half
million dollars on a san fransico artist (can't support local artist) to
make sky sweeps. (oars mounted on a pivot.at the center.) Of course
the oars kept breaking and they just kept giving this idiot more
money for years till they just scraped them and left the ugly mounts
as a reminder of tax dollars wasted. http://www.aberdeenwa.gov/s...
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 • Reply •  

PHHT • a day ago
The pastor today said "The tongue is a reflection of the condition of the
heart". Leftists always seem to make it true.
5

 • Reply •  

BrimmingUSpride  • 19 hours ago PHHT
"Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks." - Jesus
5

 • Reply •  

⭐ Orphan  • a day ago PHHT
And the "tongue is the worst weapon" humans have. (Verbatim) It's
somewhere in the bible.
4

 • Reply •  

BrimmingUSpride  • 19 hours ago ⭐ Orphan
James chapter three, there you go, Orphan;-)
4

⭐ Orphan  • 18 hours ago BrimmingUSpride
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 • Reply •  

Paladin 911  • 5 hours ago ⭐ Orphan
That’s a lesson I try to take to heart. It’s sometimes hard to take
a stand against an evil idea without hating the person who
voices it.
1

• Reply •  

⭐ Orphan  • 3 hours ago Paladin 911
So true

 • Reply •  

rebpatgrl  • 17 hours ago PHHT
my mom would say in italian "out of the mouth comes the heart."
3

 • Reply •  

Marty Meatball • a day ago
Oh, and wow is she homely.
5

 • Reply •  

JW Appling  • a day ago Marty Meatball
Almost as ugly as the modern "art" she pushes.
2

 • Reply •  

olga nilsen  • 19 hours ago JW Appling
She is truly scary.
1

 • Reply •  

Jon Doe • 20 hours ago
Typical baby hating Liberal.
4

 • Reply •  

The Patriot • a day ago
Sure that is a woman? Kinda looks like one of those transgender dudes.
4

 • Reply •  

jonhartz • a day ago
She obviously would not be interested in marrying anyone with external
primary sex organs....
4

 • Reply •  

Peter Brown  • 20 hours ago jonhartz
Her left paw is so visible so as to advertise that he/she/it is single
and wants to mingle....or is it mangle? 
Either way, Danahan would give a month's earnings for her
telephone number. We're working on that for ya, Dan!
2
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danahan01 . • a day ago

see more

Ha ha!! I dated a liberal woman one time about 35 years ago. I learned my
lesson the hard way. I still have mental scars from that bitch!! I had to cure
myself by dating several conservative women, and eventually marrying
"The One". But suffice it to say, I had phunn in the eighties!! I wouldn't dare
live the lifestyle I did then today!!
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⭐ Orphan  • a day ago danahan01 .
Wonder what ever happened to that liberal woman you dated?
2

 • Reply •  

danahan01 .  • 21 hours ago ⭐ Orphan
Not really. I know she had a couple kids, and got a license as a
radiology tech, so I'm sure she's doing okay.

I just couldn't handle the crazy liberal tude.
3

• Reply •  

⭐ Orphan  • 18 hours ago danahan01 .
Maybe she grew up and grew out of it... so many don't...

Peter Brown • 20 hours ago
Darn, but that mug of hers sparked a memory....

Caution: Viewing these images in rapid succession may result in
dizziness, nausea, and impotence in men and those creatures undecided.
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 • Reply •  

DeathToTheLeft • 20 hours ago
planes need ejection seats for just this reason.
3

 • Reply •  

Thomas in Jacksonville • a day ago
When she ‘laughs’, would it be described as a cackle?
3

 • Reply •  

Peter Brown  • 20 hours ago Thomas in Jacksonville
Guaranteed.
2

 • Reply •  

Mith Randir • 6 hours ago
She's a LIBERAL and a WOMAN.

That makes her the biggest pain in the arse of them all. (next to gay men)
Thumbnail

2

 • Reply •  

Brando 3000 • 16 hours ago
Tabitha deserves a raise. And I wouldn't mind seeing a face pic
2

 • Reply •  

olga nilsen • 19 hours ago
She is a cow alright and the milk is probably free as well.
2
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 • Reply •  

Raptor Keeper MAGA ! • 20 hours ago
She's a T.A.R.D.

She can get EBT
2

 • Reply •  

John • a day ago
Progressive females are fcing Nazi's....and whiners
2

 • Reply •  

⭐ Orphan • a day ago
Wrong. The media should have absolutely should have mentioned her
political background.

The media ignored her political leanings because she is a democrat in
which, she used her job with Governor's office (DEMOCRAT) to threaten
the flight attendant LOUDLY as if she were the Governor herself!

I am glad she was suspended without pay. Hopefully at the end of her
suspension her employer will make the decision to terminate her.

However, she should have been fired immediately for abuse of power
using her job to threaten a flight attendant with.
2

 • Reply •  

Jackalope • a day ago
If I were a NY taxpayer I would be outraged that this 'woman'? was getting
paid to just sit on a useless council but it comes as no surprise that 'she'?
thinks 'she'? should get special treatment because of being an elite of the
Cuomo leftist regime.
2

 • Reply •  

Grayz • 13 hours ago
Def worth coming into work on a Sunday. Thx Lord Vishnu Saxena.
1

 • Reply •  

Davillus Hynzerelli • 14 hours ago
This probably won't be received well but it looks like she was in first class
where the ticket costs close to a grand. I get that she's an entitled fugly
j3wess bolshevik hag but who the heck wants to sit next to a screaming
baby?? She seemed pretty tame about the request whether or not she
should have tried to use the governor as leverage is a different story.
1

 • Reply •  

Jackalope • a day ago
I think you got it wrong V. This a dude who hasn't finished his transition yet
and from the looks of it never will.
1

Bubbles • 41 minutes ago
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She was going to be lucky if she had a job the next day huh? LolAv
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By Michael Bartiromo | Fox News                

Delta passenger who 'screamed at a
woman and her baby' placed on leave from

government job
 

A woman who allegedly “screamed” at a
mother and her baby aboard a Delta-
operated flight has been suspended from
her job with the New York State
government.

Delta Air Lines passenger booted for 'screaming' about a baby
A passenger was removed from a Delta Air Lines flight earlier this month for loudly complaining about having to sit
next to an 8-month-old baby.
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